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Strategic Relations Between the US and
Vietnam
How One-Time Rivals Virtually Became Best Friends in Light of the Rise of
China

Florian Constantin Feyerabend
In late August 2021, Kamala Harris was the first US Vice President to visit the Vietnamese capital of
Hanoi since establishing diplomatic relations with the Socialist Republic of Vietnam 26 years ago. That
her first trip to Asia after assuming office led her, besides Singapore, to Vietnam of all places, reflects
the Southeast Asian state’s strategic importance for Washington. Hanoi, too, is aware of the significance
attached to this “comprehensive partnership”. Yet they (still) refrain from calli ng it ‘strategic’ – a
semantic consideration for their big neighbour to the North.
The US Vice President’s trip to Southeast Asia

firewalls. The pictures from Kabul neither evoked

should be interpreted as a sign of resolve and a
commitment to Washington’s long-term
involvement in the region. What’s more, it intends
to diplomatically reinforce the strategic focus of

insecurity (nor even malicious joy). The US’
decision to withdraw from Afghanistan is
interpreted by Vietnam as a conscious decision to
enable a stronger focus and expansion of

the Indo-Pacific as well as imbuing President Joe
Biden’s mantra “America is back”, with concrete
initiatives. Besides reassuring the partners of the
US, the trip served at least to the same degree as

American involvement in the Indo-Pacific.

a foreign policy signal to the geopolitical
competitor in Beijing. The rapid political,
economic, and military rise of the People’s
Republic of China and its increasingly expansive

was only of minor importance during Harris’ visit
to Hanoi. Hence, the US Vice President visited a
memorial at the location where the late US
Senator and presidential candidate John McCain

presence does not make itself more acutely felt
than in this region of the world.

was shot down in his fighter aircraft in 1967. In
addition to this, a pledge was made for financial
resources and projects for detecting and
removing explosive remnants of war (UXO) from

The fact that Kamala Harris’ trip between 25 and
26 August 2021 now took her, along with
Singapore, to Vietnam, which is ruled by the
Communist Party, illustrates the strategic
importance that Washington now affords to its
one-time rival in Hanoi.

Leaving the Past Behind, Looking to
the Future
Unlike the first destination in Singapore, dramatic
events at Kabul airport, which evoked many a
memory in the West, did not play a role in Hanoi.
Reports from international media attempting to
create historic parallels were also blocked by
government censorship in Vietnam using

The reality that Vietnam and the United States
were once wartime enemies during the Cold War

the Vietnam war, as well as for supporting people
with disabilities owing to unexploded bombs and
environmental toxins.

Vietnam as an Important Partner of
the US in a Geopolitically Signifcant
Region
Present and future bilateral relations as well as
deeper cooperation based on shared strategic
interests were the focus of the visit, however.
From the US American perspective, Vietnam now
represents an even more important strategic
component of its Indo-Pacific strategy than its
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traditional allies of the Philippines and Thailand
or populous Indonesia. The relationship with the
one-party state is not a partnership of values, but
rather a cooperation based on Realpolitik

pares; it is connected to Vietnam through a
“comprehensive, strategic, cooperative
partnership” (2009). There can be no doubt about
the strong political, economic, military, and

calculations and an alignment of interests. This
close relationship between both states is
primarily due to the rise of China.

historical reasons underpinning these particularly
close relations with the three aforementioned
partners.

Besides Singapore, Vietnam was the only country
in Southeast Asia to be explicitly mentioned in
the “Interim National Security Strategy Guidance”
(INSSG); the first foreign policy strategy

However, the United States, which is Vietnam’s
most important export partner and the second
most significant trading partner after China, is
officially still only connected to Vietnam through

document of the Biden Administration and
published in March 2021. Even though classic
visiting diplomacy is used to gauge relations,
especially during times of a global pandemic, the

a “comprehensive partnership”.
Hence, for more than a decade Washington has
endeavoured to elevate relations with their
former rival, also regarding language used, to a

importance of Vietnam for the pursuit of
Washington’s foreign policy interests in the IndoPacific region is becoming clear. Even under the
Trump Administration, in October and November

strategic level. This has succeeded according to
substance, too. The painful past, ideological
differences and criticism levelled against the
domestic policy situation in Vietnam did not

of last year the US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo
and the National Security Advisor Robert O´Brien
had paid visits to Hanoi, while in July 2021 the
Secretary of Defence Llody Austin was the first

prove to be obstacles here.

cabinet minister of the Biden Administration to
visit Vietnam. And finally, Kamala Harris as the
first US Vice President to visit Vietnam.

partnership”. And it was in 2013 that the
“comprehensive partnership” was finally
announced. From that point onwards, relations
gained momentum: Twenty years after

Some political observers had expressed the
assumption – or hope – that Harris’ visit could
lead to an upgrade of the partnership between
the US and Vietnam. These expectations were

establishing diplomatic relations, Nguyễn Phú
Trọng was received at the White House as the first
General Secretary of the Communist Party of
Vietnam (CPV). The following year witnessed a

only partially fulfilled. Harris had arrived with the
mission of further deepening the existing
“comprehensive partnership” between Vietnam
and the US; as well as renewing the offer of a

return visit by President Barack Obama to Hanoi,
during which the lifting of the US arms embargo
was agreed. In 2017, a patrol vessel (cutter) of the
United States Coast Guard was presented to

semantic upgrade to a “strategic partnership”.

Vietnam for the first time, and the following year,
the USS Carl Vinson was the first American aircraft
carrier to enter harbour in Da Nang for a port
call; it was at this port city where the first US

According to Substance Already a
Strategic Relationship

As early as 2010, the former US Secretary of State
Hillary Clinton had offered Vietnam a “strategic

marines landed in 1965.
Vietnam maintains “strategic partnerships” with
more than a dozen states – including with
Germany since October 2011. Hanoi has formally

Over the past few years, relations have
continually and substantially developed in many

taken the partnership to the highest level with
three of those states: In 2012, the “strategic
partnership” that has existed with Moscow since
2001 was upgraded to a “comprehensive

other relevant areas, too. Therefore, the US has
long since risen to become Vietnam’s second
most important partner. When it comes to issues
of maritime security and the South China Sea (in

strategic partnership”; in 2016, the partnership
existing with New Delhi since 2007 was also
upgraded. However, Beijing remains primus inter

Vietnam: Biển Đông, translated: East Sea),
Washington is in fact the most important partner,
given that they feel increasingly challenged by
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their heavyweight neighbour to the North. A
commitment to the rules-based international
order is the key link connecting AmericanVietnamese strategic relationships.

responded with diplomacy, aware of Vietnamese
sensitivities, and spoke of “understanding” as the
basis for relations and a “strategic strengthening”
of bilateral ties.

Semantic Consideration
A semantic upgrading of the “comprehensive

The fact that Hanoi does not (yet) promote a
formal upgrading of the partnership with the
United States is due to a consideration for

partnership” to a “strategic partnership” also
failed to come to fruition during the most recent
visit of the US Vice President Kamala Harris. The
state media in Vietnam deliberately avoided the

sensitivities of the heavyweight neighbour in the
North. There is no desire to unnecessarily anger
China under any circumstances, especially as
relations, also in the South China Sea, do not

adjective “strategic” as far as possible, however
emphasis was placed on the meaning and
importance of the relations. Thus, State President
Nguyễn Xuân Phúc described the United States as

seem very stable at present. Likewise, the
discussion of a “strategic partnership” in
secondary media illustrates that this option will
definitely be on the table in future if relations

“a leading and important partner in foreign
policy” and the central organ of the CPV on the
occasion of Harris’ visit. The propaganda
newspaper “The People” (Nhân Dân)1 , wrote the

were to deteriorate and Beijing crosses a red line.
They are showing how Hanoi also has other irons
in the fire. President Phúc – also on behalf of
General Secretary Trọng – extended an invitation

same on 25 August:

to US President Biden to Vietnam during Harris’
visit.

“Vietnam invariably considers the United States to
be one of the leading important partners and would
like to continue to promote relations between
Vietnam and the US, so that these relations
substantially and effectively develop into a deep,
long-term stability, and contribute towards building

Cornerstones of Vietnam’s Foreign
Policy
Already at the outset of Harris’ arrival, a
spokesperson for the Vietnamese government

and strengthening trust, thereby creating a
foundation for active exchange between both sides,
and to reinforce and improve the efficiency of
cooperation in future.”

had indicated the constants of Vietnamese
foreign policy, and made it clear that a semantic
upgrading of Vietnamese-US relations is not to be
expected at this time:

At the same time, bolder tones were stuck at the
lower media level. For instance, on 24 August
VietNamNet2 (a news site under the control of the

“Vietnam pursues a consistent foreign policy of
independence, autonomy, multilateralism and
diversification; to facilitate the deepening, efficiency,

Ministry for Information and Communication)
and Vietnam Investment Review (edited by the
Ministry for Planning and Investments) published
an interview with the former Vietnamese

and sustainability of relations with partner
countries, especially key partners. Vietnam does not
ally with one country against another.”

Ambassador to Washington, Phạm Quang Vinh, in
which the necessity of upgrading the relationship
semantically was expressed. Ambassador Vinh
pointed out that the partnership is already both

However, that there is certainly room for
manoeuvre regarding the constants, is proven by
Vietnam’s Defence White Paper which was
published in late 2019. This paper corroborated

“comprehensive and strategic”.
In a press conference on 26 August with selected
journalists, a question was authorised from the

the “four nos”: No military alliances at the
expense of third parties; no foreign military bases
in Vietnam; and no force or threat of force in
international relations. While at the same time it

party’s youth newspaper, Tuổi Trẻ, to Vice
President Harris, which explicitly enquired about
the prospect of a “strategic partnership”. Harris

explicitly indicated that defence policy relations
should be reinforced in order to enhance
capacities for defending sovereignty and for
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resolving joint security challenges. The recipients
are also likely to have understood this reference.
A significant departure from the cornerstones of
its foreign policy would be risky for Vietnam,

Besides supplying vaccines, Harris also pledged to
increase financial aid for combating the
pandemic in Vietnam. The opening of the
Southeast Asian regional office of the U.S.

however, especially since there has (so far) been
too little pressure to adapt.
The diversification and balancing of its

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
in Hanoi, also reinforced a long-term
commitment to Vietnam and the region. Likewise,
it was the signing of a 99-year lease agreement

relationship have proven a good strategy to date.
It is less due to a Taoist aspiration of harmony,
than to the geostrategic situation (and
vulnerability), which is why a diversification of

for a US embassy building to be newly erected, as
well as – following 17 years of tough negotiations
– the establishment of the Peace Corps, that
strengthened the symbolism of America’s

foreign relations is pursued, while maintaining
good and, above all, well-balanced partnerships
with all regions and superpowers. Hanoi is not
ready for a unilateral shift towards the US,

stronger, sustainable commitment to Vietnam.
Further agreements were entered into during her
visit with the aim of combating global climate
change and its ramifications, as well as on the

particularly in geopolitical competition between
authoritarianism and democracy, as US President
Biden characterised as a conflict of systems. So
far, they have wanted to avoid choosing sides.

resilience of supply chains.

Outcomes of Harris’ Visit
Even if the visit of the US Vice President Kamala

However, the statements on cooperation in
maritime security are likely to attract the greatest
interest: They made a joint commitment to highlevel security cooperation, agreed to further port
visits by American warships – including aircraft
carriers – and announced, subject to US Congress

Harris in Hanoi does not result in upgrading the
“comprehensive” partnership in to a “strategic
one”, the recent agreements contribute towards
a further substantial deepening of strategic

approval, the supply of a (third) patrol vessel
(cutter) for the Vietnamese Coast Guard.

relations between the US and Vietnam.
According to the current needs and priorities of
Vietnam, which was strongly impacted by the

United States and the one-party state do not
represent a partnership of values, but instead are
based on Realpolitik and an alignment of
interests, became clear with Harris’ meeting with

COVID-19 pandemic in the course of the spread
of the Delta variant, Harris’ visit is connected with
the American announcement to supply over one
million vaccine doses of the German-American

civil society representatives of Vietnam. Unlike
during the visit by Barack Obama, which also
included a meeting with activists for freedom of
the press and expression, they did not want to

vaccine BioNTech-Pfizer, in addition to the five
million Moderna vaccine doses already provided
through the COVAX international vaccine alliance.
3 Much publicity surrounded Harris’ receipt of a

risk any resentment by subjecting the domestic
policy situation to various appraisals. Thus,
selected civil society interlocutors are involved
with less sensitive areas such as LGBTQ or

partial delivery of vaccines and its presentation to
the Vietnamese partners during her stay. In doing
so, the US are spearheading vaccination
diplomacy in Vietnam. That did not go unnoticed

advocate for the needs of disabled persons.

in Beijing either and thus shortly before the
arrival of Harris the Chinese Ambassador pledged
the delivery of two million Chinese vaccine doses
at a meeting with the Vietnamese head of

demonstrates how characterising geopolitical
competition as a values-based conflict of systems
in Vietnam (and Southeast Asia on the whole), is
only partially applicable. The strategic relations

government, Prime Minister Phạm Minh Chính.

between Hanoi and Washington will decisively
shape the geopolitical dynamic in South-East Asia
beyond semantic issues over the coming years.

The fact that bilateral relations between the

The fact that the US has imposed a certain selfrestraint on the topic of civil society in Vietnam,
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1 https://nhandan.vn/tin-tuc-su-kien/viet-nam-luon-coi-hoa-ky-la-mot-trong-nhung-doi-tac-

quan-trong-hang-dau-661587/ accessed on 30/08/2021
2

https://vietnamnet.vn/vn/tuanvietnam/tieudiem/quan-he-viet-my-mang-ca-tinh-toan-dienva-chien-luoc-768527.html accessed on 30/08/2021

3 Germany is the world’s second largest donor to the COVAX international vaccine alliance.

Thanks to its participation in COVAX, Germany has been able to provide Vietnam with
almost three million AstraZenca vaccine doses.
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